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Industry Summary 

The main goal of this proposal is to develop a meaningful basis by which to measure field isolate variability 

in Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae that can correlate to virulence and/or protection from vaccination. In order to do 

this, we will sequence the genome of multiple field isolates of M. hyopneumoniae and then assess the genetic 

variability in well-known, but poorly understood gene family members such as P97 - P102 along with less well-

known lipoproteins on the cell surface. Our collection of single-colony, cloned isolates includes recent and 

older isolates from the Midwest of the United States, one isolate from Belgium and two isolates from Australia.  

Genome libraries were prepared and sequencing was performed at the University of Washington High 

Throughput Genomics Unit on the Illumina platform and at the University of Iowa Genomics Division on the 

454 FLX platform. The sequence data has been assembled using the Illumina data, and we are currently 

analyzing the assembled genomes for amino acid variability in the P97-P102 gene families and in the 53 surface 

lipoproteins to complete the objectives.  
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Scientific Abstract 

Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is the causative agent of porcine mycoplasmosis and a major contributing 

factor in the Porcine Respiratory Disease Complex. Vaccine effectiveness against this agent has been reduced in 

recent years due to unknown reasons. One prevailing hypothesis is that antigenic variability in surface proteins 

in more recent field strains has reduced the effectiveness of bacterin-based vaccines using older strains. This 

project seeks to address the issue of antigenic variability by Next Generation High Throughput genome 

sequencing and comparing the sequences of surface antigens for amino acid variability. To this end, we 

subjected 17 single-colony cloned strains of M. hyopneumoniae to Illumina Next Generation Sequencing. 

Twelve of the strains were from the US Midwest and the others were from Belgium and Australia. Nextera XT 

kits were used for paired-end library preparation. Each library was bar coded for analysis in a single lane on an 

Illumina HiSeq-2000 platform. The assemblies were performed with A5 open source pipeline assembly 

software. In addition, a phylogenetic analysis was performed on the assembled genomes comparing the newly 

sequenced M. hyopneumoniae genomes against complete swine mycoplasma genomes in NCBI. 
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Introduction 

Despite efforts by the swine health industry, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae continues to have a significant 

negative production impact on swine producers. Drugs have proven either too costly or ineffective against M. 

hyopneumoniae. Currently available vaccines consist of bacterins, which help to reduce disease but don’t 

prevent colonization or pneumonia from occurring. The types of membrane preparations used in current vaccine 

preparations have also been shown by themselves to be capable of inducing lung pathology This demonstrates 

the need for improvement in vaccines for M. hyopneumoniae. Improvement in vaccines will lead directly to 

better economic returns to producers.  

Vaccines generally fail because of antigenic variation between the vaccine strain and the current field 

strains. In the case of M. hyopneumoniae, the problem is much more complex; we really have no idea of the 

extent of variation in this species because the major surface proteins undergo incomplete proteolytic processing 

to confound immunoblot analysis used to assess variation in field strains. This has been the cause of the 

inability to define strains across laboratories even with monoclonal antibodies.  

The question is really what should be the focus for strain typing and vaccine improvement since drugs are 

ineffective and expensive. The most important focus should be on surface-expressed proteins and their variation 

in recent field isolates. In M. hyopneumoniae, the major antigens are the membrane surface proteins P97 and 

P102 gene family members. In this species, there are no lipoprotein genes that undergo high frequency antigenic 

variation like in some other mycoplasmas (including Mycoplasma hyorhinis). Variation in the genes for the 

major surface antigens of M. hyopneumoniae occurs, but it is not known at what frequency and to what extent 

variation occurs in the field today. These major surface antigens, the P97 and P102 gene families (a major 

research focus area of the Minion laboratory for over 15 years), are proteolytically processed and have roles in 

mucosal adherence. A second class of target antigens of interest to those working to improve vaccines or type 

strains would be the lipoproteins (there are 51 in M. hyopneumoniae) that in other mycoplasma species are 

major antigens on the surface (but not in M. hyopneumoniae).  

Genome sequencing is far superior to other genetic tests since the exact genetic basis for the results is 

known. VNTR and MSLT tests allow for a cataloguing of strains by targeting specific gene sequences but does 

nothing to provide information as to that antigenic variation that is the focus of the question posed by the 

National Pork Board General Call for 2011 for mycoplasmas, “Are there strain virulence differences/variations 

and is this important for disease management and control efforts?”. We must know the extent of variation 

before we can truly answer this question.  

Recently we had performed genome sequencing of 12 US isolates through a combination of single end 

libraries on an illumine platform and 454 FLX sequencing. Our results were less than ideal, and we were unable 

to get good genome coverage despite having several published sequences for scaffolding. So this project is a 

continuation of that effort to close or almost close the genomes of multiple M. hyopneumoniae cloned strains.  

 

Objectives 

The overall goal of this application is to assess the extent of genetic and surface protein variation in recent 

M. hyopneumoniae US field strains using new genomic sequencing technologies. This knowledge will have 

important ramifications for virulence assessment and vaccine development. For instance, changes in the amino 

acid sequence can affect proteolytic processing of P97 and related family members in M. hyopneumoniae 

causing significant changes in the surface topography, the ability to colonize mucosal epithelium, and to cause 

disease. Additionally, our studies will reveal the extent of variation in other surface associated proteins 

including the 51 lipoproteins. Unlike other genetic tests, i.e., RAPD, VNTR and MSLTs, DNA sequencing will 

show the extent of genetic variation and the exact DNA sequence variation in the field strains. The rationale for 

this project is that improved vaccines against M. hyopneumoniae are needed in the US swine community. A 
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better understanding of the extent of variation in M. hyopneumoniae surface proteins (which have never been 

thoroughly surveyed) in recently isolated field isolates will be important to vaccine improvement. This 

information could then be used to more accurately define genetic variation in clinical samples. The project 

objectives were to: 

1. Perform Illumina MiSeq sequencing on recently isolated M. hyopneumoniae field strains and add additional 

sequencing data from other isolates for which we have Illumina and 454 FLX sequencing data to help close 

their gaps.  

2. Perform assemblies and in silico comparative analysis on known surface proteins (specifically the P97-P102 

family members and lipoproteins) to identify genetic differences that impact vaccine efficacy.  

 

Materials and Methods 

M. hyopneumoniae strains. For some of the U.S. strains, we had single colony isolates, but for at least 5, we 

had to perform single colony cloning. This involved filtering Friis broth cultures through a 0.22 µM filter 

directly onto Friis agar media and isolating single colonies. This is done three times to obtain what is considered 

as a clone of the strains/isolates. The whole process takes several months to achieve because of the slow growth 

of M. hyopneumoniae and the difficulty of growing it on agar surfaces. For three-four strains, we were simply 

unable to grow it on agar surfaces and so these strains were not considered for sequencing. Each of the Midwest 

strains was cloned in this fashion. We assumed (but did not verify) that the other DNAs were from strains that 

had also undergone cloning in this manner. Two of the DNAs we sequenced were from the same strain, but 

from different passages (strain Hillcrest from Australia passages 5 and 60). This particular strain has been 

problematic in Australia and created confusion because of its antigenic makeup and reaction with current 

diagnostic tests. The Belgium strain was documented as a low virulent isolate. This kind of strain is very rare 

since the usual goal is to isolate disease-causing strains. It provides an opportunity to study potential reasons for 

its low virulence and may lead to insights into mycoplasma disease.  

Chromosomal DNAs for the 12 US Midwest isolates were prepared by a modified chloroform-phenol 

extraction procedure. Mycoplasmas were pelleted from growth media, washed twice with PBS by centrifugation 

and then resuspended in 0.01 M Tris-0.15 M NaCl-0.001 M EDTA. Prteinase K (100 µg/ml) was added and 

then 0.01% SDS (Final concentration). This mixture was incubated overnight at 55°C, and then the DNA was 

extracted three times with chloroform-phenol (pH 8.0) followed by extraction twice with ethyl ether. The 

chromosomal DNA was then precipitated, resuspended in TE buffer and quantified. DNAs were obtained 

directly from Belgium and Australia (I requested that they use the same procedure).  

All DNAs were shipped to the University of Washington Genomics Facility where they prepared bar-coded 

paired-end libraries and preformed 36 bp and 76 bp sequencing runs on all of the samples. The sequence data 

was placed on a local server from which it was downloaded for further analysis. The University of Washington 

Genomics Facility performed an initial analysis by sorting the sequence data by bar code, and they removed low 

quality score data.  

 

Results 

The M. hyopneumoniae strain designations and their origins that were sequenced are shown in Table 1. Note 

that the U.S. isolates were primarily from Iowa. 

Table 1. M. hyopneumoniae strains and their origin and date of isolation (if known). 
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The assembly was performed with the open source A5 pipeline, which is designed to function directly from 
sequencer output by automating the adapter (bar code) trimming, quality filtering, error correction, contigging, 
scaffolding, and provides some assembly quality control. Table 2 shows the results of the assemblies. The down 
side of this pipeline is that earlier sequence data from the single end Illumina and 454 FLX platforms could not 
be combined for the assembly. In fact, it is highly likely that another assembler could do a better job in the 
process resulting in fewer scaffolds (contigs) and a more complete genome.  

Table 2. Results of the A5 assembly process.  

 

  

Genome	 Origin Date*

95MP1501 IA 1995
95MP1502 IA 1995
95MP1503 IA 1995
95MP1505 IA 1995
95MP1509 IA 1995
95MP1510 IA 1995
00MP1301 IL 2000
00MP1502 IA 2000
05MP2301 MN 2005
06MP2501 MO 2006
2009018986 IA 2009
201019758 CA 2010
F13 Belgium NA
Beau AUS NA
C1735-2 AUS NA
Hillcrest_p5 AUS NA
Hillcrest_p60 AUS NA

*	Not	available

Genome	 Coverage No	of	Scaff	 Size	of	genomeLargest	Scaff Scaff	N50 Scaff	N90 Avg	Scaff GC	contest

95MP1501 1172 35 902601 179665 111124 43889 25788.6 0.287508
95MP1502 1429 20 937126 272209 233104 38784 46856.3 0.2851
95MP1503 1543 28 916741 190034 90422 27805 32740.8 0.285404
95MP1505 167 33 915534 186427 134878 35786 27743.5 0.290438
95MP1509 1067 10 908468 432940 254952 81674 90846.8 0.285147
95MP1510 1264 34 948084 133586 81673 25150 27884.8 0.285715
00MP1301 181 37 932576 204444 130242 55470 25204.8 0.286173
00MP1502 809 29 907169 133700 69817 29724 31281.7 0.285436
05MP2301 1088 16 873294 203865 73603 34112 54580.9 0.283219
06MP2501 1127 30 854025 157935 91837 20257 28467.5 0.284233
2009018986 1302 27 932222 202088 178595 27970 34526.7 0.2864
201019758 1362 22 884444 174923 90183 34907 40202 0.283453
Beau 481 61 898881 416989 128638 30488 14981.4 0.288949
C1735-2 1017 23 893434 277851 202738 29217 38845 0.285376
F13 1524 47 843507 209686 41860 10182 18337.1 0.285611
Hillcrest_p5 1145 24 874208 209779 154624 55305 36425.3 0.290481
Hillcrest_p60 1207 46 881648 193263 134361 39390 22010.4 0.291366
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree constructed from swine mycoplasma genome sequences.  

 

In Figure 1, Group 1 (red box), are US Midwest strains isolated from 1995 – 2009 along with one Australian 

strain (C1735-2). Group 2 (blue box) contains some US Midwest strains isolated from 1995 – 2010, but also 

previously sequenced strains 7422 (Brazil), 7448 (Brazil), 168 (China) and J (US) along with the low virulent 

Belgium strain F13. Group 3 (green box) represents three Australian strains. Two of those represent high and 

low passages of the same isolate (Hillcrest). Outlying groups were strains of M. flocculare, M. hyosynoviae 

(represented as M_synoviae in the diagram) and M. hyorhinis found in GenBank or were recently sequenced by 

the Minion lab (M. hyosynoviae strains S16 and 3395; M. flocculare strain 27399).  

 

Figures 2 and 3 represent a Mauve comparative analysis of the M. hyopneumoniae assemblies with two 

complete genomes from GenBank (232 and 7422). These reference genomes were chosen because they fell 

within the respective groups and their genomes have been completely sequenced. The upper line is the reference 

sequence. Beneath the reference line are the group 1 (Figure 2) or 2 (Figure 3) member sequences. The color 

mauve indicates homology with little to no variation with the reference strain. Bars below the lines are 

inversions. Red vertical lines indicate poor assembly or short sequences that didn’t assemble (at the end of the 

sequence).   
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Figure 2. Mauve comparative analysis of Group 1 strains vs. strain 232.  
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Figure 3. Mauve analysis of Group 2 strains vs. strain 7422.  
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Discussion 

The sequencing phase of this project has been completed. Assembly of the raw 

sequence data has been performed with the assembler A5. Assemblers are in constant 

development, and the A5 assembler has advantages in that it does automatic adapter 

trimming (bar code trimming), quality filtering, error correction, contig arrangement 

against a reference genome, scaffolding, and provides some assembly quality control. 

These are functions that have been handled by separate programs in the past. The 

disadvantage of A5 is that it is limited in the type of data it will accept. Thus, it is 

certainly reasonable to think that a higher quality assembly can be obtained with fewer 

contigs using a combination of programs. Given the time constraints, however, we were 

unable to perform additional analyses in time for this report.  

Phylogenetic analyses indicate relationships among the strains. It is interesting that 

not all U.S. isolates are closely related. In fact, our data indicate that strains similar to 

some of our U.S. isolates can be found in Brazil, China and Belgium (Group 2). The 

Mauve analysis indicates rearrangements in the genomes as well but on a rather low 

scale. I expect that as we fine-tune the assembly process, the total sizes of the genomes 

will begin to approach what has been reported earlier, around 900 kbp. Also we expect to 

see some insertions and deletions in the genomes at a small scale. 

Our current efforts are in performing comparative analyses of the gene sequences 

listed in Table 3. These genes represent major surface antigens, i.e., the members of the 

P97 and P102 gene families and the lipoproteins. This analysis is the primary goal of the 

project. While this process is currently underway, we do not anticipate problems and 

should be done with this analysis in the next several months. An addendum to this report 

will be submitted as we prepare manuscripts for publication.  

The genome sequence data will be deposited into GenBank when we are confident we 

have the final assembly with the fewest contigs (scaffolds). In the next several weeks, we 

are going to try different assemblers. We do not anticipate complete closure of each 

genome, but we already have 98-99% of the sequence, which will allow complete 

analysis of the surface antigens.  
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Table 3. Genes for the Initial Analysis for Antigenic Variation.  

 

  

gene name gene* gene name gene

P97 family Lipoproteins (Continued)

mhp183 P97 mhp345  CH

mhp107 CH mhp364  CH

mhp271 CH mhp366  CH

mhp280 P95 mhp367  CH

mhp385 CH mhp371  CH

mhp493 CH mhp377  CH

mhp684 P146 mhp378  CH

mhp379  CH

P102 family mhp390  CH

mhp182 P102 mhp413  UH

mhp108 CH mhp424  CH

mhp272 CH mhp436  CH

mhp274 CH mhp444  CH

mhp275 CH mhp445  CH

mhp384 CH mhp465  CH

mhp683 CH mhp466  CH

mhp502  CH

Lipoproteins mhp511  P46 

mhp037  UH mhp513  CH

mhp048  UH mhp517  UH

mhp064  CH mhp532  trsE 

mhp099  psgA mhp535  UH

mhp140  UH mhp536  UH

mhp164  CH mhp539  CH

mhp170  UH mhp554  CH

mhp192  UH mhp555  CH

mhp216  CH mhp623  CH

mhp244  CH mhp640  CH

mhp262  UH mhp650  CH

mhp267  CH mhp651  ushA 

mhp268  CH mhp677  p65 

mhp293  UH mhp681  CH

mhp296  UH mhp682  UH

mhp312  UH mhp695  UH

mhp321  UH mhp697  CH

mhp336  CH

* CH = Conserved hypothetical; UH = unique hypothetical


